
Valentines Decorations Gifts DIY Instructions 

 

Angel Feather Wing Hearts 

The Angel Feather Wing Hearts make unique Table Decorations, Party Favours and Gifts. 

Use them to embellish a Gift Box or Gift Bag.  

Feathers are available from Craft Supply Shops. They come in many different colours shapes 

and sizes.  

The Hearts can be made with cookie cutters and Air Dry Clay or Plaster of Paris poured into 

Chocolate or Silicone Molds, Painted and Varnished.  

Once all is dry glue, ordinary wood/school/craft glue works perfectly well, the Feathers to 

the back of the Hearts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Clay / Plaster of Paris Gift Tags 

The Tags can be made with Air Dry Clay cut out with shapes of your choice, or Plaster of 

Paris poured in Chocolate or Silicone molds.  

Engrave the shapes with a sharp pointed tool. A craft knife will do the job. Or write on them 

with an ordinary Artline felt pen.  

The Tags give any Gift/Bag/Box a personal touch which one most probably wants on a 

Valentines Gift. The small Tags scattered over a romantically set and lit Dinner Table have a 

huge impact.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Clay Cone Trees with Heart Cut outs and Rose Wreath 

These Trees are easy to make.  

Make a Cardboard Cone sized to suit your setting.  

12 – 15cm is a good height if you want to use them as table décor.  

Make it larger if you want to line a path or scatter them in a Garden Setting.  

Roll out the Clay, cut to fit your Cone Template and cut out the Hearts with a Plunger 

Cookie Cutter. It helps if you dip the Cutter into Water before every use, it gives a clean cut. 

Wrap the Clay around your Cone Template. Don’t make it too tight, Clay shrinks when 

drying. Smooth the seam with a wet small sponge or your fingers.  

Let it dry for 9-12hrs. Now CAREFULLY remove the Cardboard Template and let the Clay dry 

for 2-3 days.  

Make the Wreath: Make it with Clay or Plaster of Paris poured into a mold with an inside 

diameter that is big enough to stand the Clay Cone Tree into. It does not have to be a snug 

fit. Let the wreath dry and finish it to suit your requirements. We always varnish Table 

Decorations, Clay and Plaster of Paris, with a clear coat of Varnish to protect the items from 

any spills and make them wipeable with a wet cloth.  

Make the Flowers: Clay Flowers and leaves are made by hand, petal by petal, leaf by leaf. 

Plaster of Paris can be poured into chocolate or silicone molds, which is the easier option.  

Let the the Flowers and Leaves dry, paint and varnish them (varnish adds strength to avoid 

chipping) and let them dry.  

After all is done and dried, arrange the leaves and flowers and glue them onto the 

varnished wreath.  

Finishing the Clay Cone Tree: Paint it or at least varnish it. Again, varnish adds strength to 

prevent breakage.  

Lighting the Cone Tree: Use an ordinary Tealight Candle (for taller Trees only) use a battery 

operated Tealight or Fairy String Lights. 1m Copper Lights work well.  

The Trees lend themselves to be suitable for just about any occasion. Especially if you keep 

them natural.  

Use them as Garden and Table Decoration, Party Favours or give them away as Gifts. 



 

Gift Bags and Boxes 

Gift Bag Templates are freely available from the Internet.  Print the template outlines on a 

Poster board or Ordinary coloured or white piece of Paper (80gsm) If you want to print a 

message or Name insert the text on the relevant panel. 

If you want to handwrite on the Bags / Boxes, now is the time to do so. It will be difficult 

once the Bags/Boxes are glued and folded. 

Fold and glue the bags or boxes. Now comes the fun part. Embellishing the Bags or Boxes. 

Use Clay Gift Tags, (see above) make Bling handles, add Feathers, Flowers, Ribbons, Beads, 

Buttons, etc. 

Make these part of your Decorations and give them away as Party Favours. 

 




